Freeciv - Bug #853055
Qt-client policy dialog ignores policy start value
2019-12-18 11:52 AM - Marko Lindqvist

Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: %
Category: gui-qt
Sprint/Milestone: 2.6.6

Description
Wahazar reports at http://forum.freeciv.org/f/viewtopic.php?f=11&t=122&start=139 :
"Seems that Qt client doesn't recognize policy start/stop value - it always set start to 0"

History
#1 - 2019-12-18 01:12 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone set to 2.6.2

#2 - 2020-01-09 10:35 PM - Marko Lindqvist
Qt-client is actually scaling the values to display. When it shows '0', it actually means 'start', and when it says '1' it actually means 'start + 1 * step'. The real problem that has forced this model to use is that Qt seems to have no good way to handle forced 'step'. Without the scaling the slider would allow user to set illegal values between the steps to use.

#3 - 2020-01-09 10:45 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Related to Bug #855486: Qt: Multipliers: When policy dialog opened, existing policy value is not scaled to display units added

#4 - 2020-02-09 03:19 PM - Jacob Nevins
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 2.6.2 to 2.6.3

#5 - 2020-12-31 05:36 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 2.6.3 to 2.6.4

#6 - 2021-03-31 05:56 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 2.6.4 to 2.6.5

#7 - 2021-06-25 09:12 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Sprint/Milestone changed from 2.6.5 to 2.6.6

Related issues:
Related to Freeciv - Bug #855486: Qt: Multipliers: When policy dialog opened,... Closed